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1: PAUL MORPHY's Games - Chess Forums - www.enganchecubano.com
PAUL MORPHY (born Jun, died Jul, 47 years old) United States of America [what is this?Paul Charles Morphy was born
in New Orleans. He was the son of a successful lawyer and judge Alonzo Morphy.

I suppose that was around the time of the "Peninsula campaign": He will clear a path through the mindfield
and upon reaching the fallen flag shall lead the charge, they will follow him, and storm the castle and then the
flag shall be planted! Or if blitz play even existed back then? Not sure, but they may have had that bell variant,
a bell rings every ten seconds, and you have to move before the bell rings, or you forfeit. Or they may have
had fast, small, hour glasses, turned after each move, to force quick play. The war could have ended there. The
Little Napolean was a fine training general but had no business being on a battlefield against Lee. Longstreet
must have been a good gunner ;- Also, Gen. McLellan was not getting much in terms of reliable info from
Pinkerton, not to mention that, apparently, his major concern was always to save as many lives as possible,
rather than to take them. Ironically enough, Little Napoleon "coached" young Armstrong Custer: It was the
bloodiest day in US military history. Which is exactly what the North wanted. The rebs could not win a war of
attrition. Grant got a bit of luck at Shiloh. Johnston was killed during the first day. Like any great general, he
fought from the front and paid the full price. But we digress from the game at hand. Perhaps we can continue
elsewhere. Btw, I heard that Gen. Johnston had only a minor wound, a shot in a leg. But, being busy with the
conduct of the battle, refused a treatment on the spot, and bled to death. That certainly helped the Northern
Army.
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2: BO5Y5SY Morphys Games of Chess | eBay
The end result is a digital compilation of Morphy's games of chess far, far superior to anything offered to date. It may
even raise the bar for digital game compilations in general. The first game in the file is a dummy game in which the
author explains his purpose, methods and sources.

Despite his dominance of the US chess scene, the quality of his opponents was relatively low compared to
Europe, where all of the best chess players lived. European opinion was that they should not have to make the
journey to the United States to play a young relative unknown, especially as the US had few other quality
players to make such a trip worthwhile. If the battle-ground were to be London or Paris, there can be little
doubt, we apprehend, that a European champion would be found; but the best players in Europe are not chess
professionals, but have other and more serious avocations, the interests of which forbid such an expenditure of
time as is required for a voyage to the United States and back again. Sir,â€”On behalf of the New Orleans
Chess Club, and in compliance with the instructions of that body, we the undersigned committee, have the
honor to invite you to visit our city, and there meet Mr. Paul Morphy in a chess match Morphy, the winner at
the late Congress and the present American champion, should cross the ocean, and boldly encounter the
distinguished magnates of the transatlantic chess circles; but it unfortunately happens that serious family
reasons forbid Mr. Morphy, for the present, to entertain the thought of visiting Europe. It, therefore, becomes
necessary to arrange, if possible, a meeting between the latter and the acknowledged European champion, in
regard to whom there can be no scope for choice or hesitationâ€”the common voice of the chess world
pronounces your name The terms of this cartel are distinguished by extreme courtesy, and with one notable
exception, by extreme liberality also. The exception in question, however we refer to the clause which
stipulates that the combat shall take place in New Orleans! Morphyâ€”for whose skill we entertain the liveliest
admirationâ€”be desirous to win his spurs among the chess chivalry of Europe, he must take advantage of his
purposed visit next year; he will then meet in this country, in France, in Germany, and in Russia, many
champions whose names must be as household words to him, ready to test and do honor to his prowess.
Morphy made numerous attempts at setting up a match with Staunton, but none ever came through. Staunton
was later criticised for avoiding a match with Morphy, although his peak as a player had been in the s and he
was considered past his prime by the late s. Morphy also remained resolutely opposed to playing chess for
money, reportedly due to family pressure, although the Creole culture he was from did not have any stigma
against gambling. Seeking new opponents, Morphy crossed the English Channel to France. In Paris, Morphy
suffered from a bout of intestinal influenza. In accordance with the medical wisdom of the time, he was treated
with leeches , resulting in his losing a significant amount of blood. Despite his illness Morphy triumphed
easily, winning seven while losing two, with two draws. When asked about his defeat, Anderssen claimed to
be out of practice, but also admitted that Morphy was in any event the stronger player and that he was fairly
beaten. Anderssen also attested that in his opinion, Morphy was the strongest player ever to play the game,
even stronger than the famous French champion La Bourdonnais. Both in England and France, Morphy gave
numerous simultaneous exhibitions, including displays of blindfold chess in which he regularly played and
defeated eight opponents at a time. Hailed as World Champion[ edit ] Morphy in Still only 21 years old,
Morphy was now quite famous. While in Paris, he was sitting in his hotel room one evening, chatting with his
companion Frederick Edge , when they had an unexpected visitor. Morphy," the visitor said, according to
Edge. Morphy identified himself to the visitor. In Europe, Morphy was generally hailed as world chess
champion. Morphy was declared by the assembly "the best chess player that ever lived. He was also invited to
a private audience with Queen Victoria. So dominant was Morphy that even masters could not seriously
challenge him in play without some kind of handicap. The Boston Banquet to Paul Morphy Upon his return to
America, the accolades continued as Morphy toured the major cities on his way home. Abandonment of chess[
edit ] Paul Morphy: His Later Life Having vanquished virtually all serious opposition, Morphy reportedly
declared that he would play no more matches without giving odds of pawn and move. His attempts to open a
law office failed; when he had visitors, they invariably wanted to talk about chess, not their legal affairs.
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Financially secure thanks to his family fortune, Morphy essentially spent the rest of his life in idleness. Asked
by admirers to return to chess competition, he refused. He did attend the New York Tournament of and met
world champion Wilhelm Steinitz who had tried unsuccessfully to get Morphy to agree to a match in the s
there, but declined to discuss chess with him. Despite his retirement from chess in , Morphy was still generally
considered world champion until Steinitz was awarded that honor after his victory at the Vienna Tournament.
In accord with the prevailing sentiment of the time, Morphy esteemed chess only as an amateur activity,
considering the game unworthy of pursuit as a serious occupation. Chess professionals were viewed in the
same light as professional gamblers. It was not until decades later that the age of the professional chess player
arrived. On the afternoon of July 10, , Morphy was found dead in his bathtub in New Orleans at the age of
According to the autopsy, Morphy had suffered a stroke brought on by entering cold water after a long walk in
the midday heat. In a huge porte-manteau he kept all his clothes which were at all times neatly pressed and
creased. Therefore, because they were his own shoes, it is concluded that these "seedy anecdotes" as Winter
puts it are untrue. Playing style[ edit ] This section uses algebraic notation to describe chess moves. Morphy is
chiefly remembered as a leading exponent of the Romantic school of chess, which focused on 1. However,
many of his most picturesque games came against weak opponents, and these games are the ones most
commonly reprinted in chess books. The Morphy Defense of the Ruy Lopez 1. Bb5 a6 is named after him and
remains the most popular variant of that opening, although he seldom used the Ruy Lopez when playing the
white pieces.
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3: Paul Morphy's Best Games
His uncle, Ernest Morphy, claims that no one formally taught Morphy how to play chess, but rather that he learned the
rules by observing games between himself and Alonzo. When Morphy was only 12 years old, Johann Jacob Loewenthal
visited New Orleans and at the behest of his father, agreed to play a casual match with the prodigy.

Oct 30, , Unfortunately, circumstances forced me to delete my original site afew years. After this, Rod
Ewards of Edo Retro ratings offered to host my chess sites for me. This move preserved a great deal, but also
lost a few things. A while back, I uploaded the file to chess. Part of this could be attributed to the informal
conditions under which most chess was played. Chess periodicals came and went and often chess columns
appeared in the unlikeliest of magazines. While Morphy played untold number of games that were never
recorded at all, those that were recorded were scattered throughout the newspapers, magazines and chess
columns of many different countries. Many attempts have been made to compile his games from all these
sources and just as few have been comprehensive, most have been flawed to some extent. Transcribing games
from descriptive notation to. While the amount of work that went into such a file is incredible, the file is far
from perfect. Databases such as Chessbase and Chessgames. Many reliable historical sources were employed
and compared as well as digital files from the internet. Each and every games was scrutinized for errors in
dates, venues, moves and opponents. Many of the files contain appropriate historical references that add
intrinsic meaning to the games. Very few stones were left unturned and quite a few bugs saw the light of day.
It may even raise the bar for digital game compilations in general. The first game in the file is a dummy game
in which the author explains his purpose, methods and sources. As with anything involving humans, mistakes
and omissions are inevitable. The author would very much like to hear from anyone with any comments or
corrections. This file is copyrighted. As such, the author wants everyone to feel free to take the file and use it.
Feel free to link here where the most updated version will constantly be made available.
4: Paul Morphy chess games - www.enganchecubano.com
You can put boldness into your chess game by following the brilliant moves of Paul Morphy, who has been called the
greatest chess player of all time. This volume contains of Morphy's best games, carefully annotated by Philip W.
Sergeant.

5: Morphy's Games of Chess by Sergeant, Philip | eBay
Morphy's Games of Chess. A ChessCentral E-Book. Morphy's Games of Chess by Philip Sergeant was, for many
players, their first chess book. Certainly in the 85 years since its appearance this classic has inspired thousands to take
up our royal game, with its timeless story of fame and tragedy.

6: Morphy versus the Duke of Brunswick and Count Isouard - Wikipedia
The best games of Morphy's career. I can think of no more suitable epithet for Morphy than to call him "the Newton of
Chess". - Frederick Edge. When one plays with Morphy the sensation is as queer as the first electric shock, or first love,
or chloroform, or any entirely novel experience. - Henry Bird. The man born too soon.

7: Paul Morphy's Problem - SparkChess
Three hundred games by the greatest player of all time: 54 against such masters as Anderssen, Harrwitz, Mongredien,
Bird, Paulsen, and others; 52 of the best blindfold games; 52 games at odds; and in consultation, informally. Detailed
annotations of games by such expert analysts as Sergeant, Steinitz, Anderssen, and Morphy himself.
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8: Second Opening: Morphy Gambit - www.enganchecubano.com
About the author Paul Morphy () was an American chess prodigy, considered the strongest one of his time. His career in
chess was outstanding but he retired young. He was the Unofficial Word Chess Champion between and

9: Morphy's Games - www.enganchecubano.com
Comprehensive Paul Morphy chess games collection, opening repertoire, tournament history, PGN download, biography
and news.
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